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"Impressive facilitation of the virtual
workshop. Thank you for continuing to help

us mature and learn." - attendee Shingo
Systems Design Course

"I just wanted to state again what a great job you all did with this content and turning it into a virtual
session.  I have to admit that I was a little skeptical about flow, engagement, sharing and the Go & See

approach.  You all, along with a great host, did a great job.  Other than the virtual walk on the floor this felt
very similar to other sessions I have taken with GBMP face to face.  I was really impressed with the ability
for the conversation to happen freely with large and small group activities and the use of Zoom and the
breakout rooms.  This approach will obviously open up easier access to your content by reducing travel
challenges (time away from work and family responsibilities) as well as the ability to respond quicker to

demand/need for additional workshops.   Obviously virtual floor walks are tough and challenging but you
and the team made that a positive experience for the participants.  Great job with this and I look forward to

attending 2 more sessions over the next month (CI and Systems) and will keep an eye out for Build
Excellence. Thanks again for a great experience."

-Bryan Reed, Liberty Mutual



“We too, have enjoyed the Shingo training that
your team has facilitated and the mere fact that you
were able to re-pivot the training virtually has been

valuable to our Liberty Mutual Process Excellence
team. Our 'Go-See' was very enlightening given the

passion that the team members from OC Tanner
was able to express and share their answers. The

virtual activity was very well done. Enjoyed how our
host accommodated this new approach.  I wanted
to audit this class given that its virtual and hoping

to provide feedback to Liberty Mutual. I really
enjoyed this class so I'm encouraging our PE Team

members to start signing up for the virtual
classes."  

-Gerry Velasco, Liberty Mutual

“I'm happy to report that I learned a handful of
tactics that I can put to use immediately. “  
-Jose Ibarra , CommCorp.  - Problem Solving

workshop

"Excellent workshop. I have learned concepts that
will be very helpful in the process of strategic

planning that my program has started."

"Obviously moving on-line was big change in
the middle of the program. However, the
technology was better than expected" 

- Lean Certificate Course attendee



"I really enjoyed the workshop this week. Thank
you for all the prep and creativity to make sure
the content could come to life even in a virtual
environment. I had a lot of good personal
takeaways and am excited to present to my
team and develop our system maps. Thanks!" -
Justin Corbridge, Aquity Business Systems

"Very informative.  Glad I was able to rally our
group here at FedEx at the last minute and

get it done.  We’re in the Process
Improvement office and we’re always looking
for a new perspective, and an opportunity to

hone our skills, since we’re all stuck at home. 
You covered a lot of material in four hours,

but kept it interesting.  Thanks!"

"Part of our interest was to see how effective
teaching this material online would be.  We

have several classes we teach (including a new
A3 class) but they are all very “hands on”.  We
all remarked how we liked the break out rooms,
and the interaction.  You’ve given us hope that

we do this in a similar setting!"

"The interactive components of the
workshop helped to keep us engaged

and break up the day. The videos
helped too."



Whether your workforce is presently at home or in the workplace, local or dispersed, GBMP consultants can help with
interactive Lean and Six Sigma training, consulting and coaching targeted exactly to your needs and timeframe.  While we
may not be able join you at this time at your site, we are all still as close as your nearest computer or smart device.  We’re
all facing a tough and unprecedented situation right now.  But the best of human spirit dictates that we nevertheless find
ways to do our jobs and improve our jobs.

A few of the client companies that have attended our Virtual Workshops

McLean Hospital
Hollingsworth & Vose

Liberty Mutual
Children's Hospital Boston

Terumo Europe
Analog Devices

FedEx
Steris Corp
John Deere
Mass Mutual

Cook Medical - Germany
OpEX Academy

AlphaNova
Mass Dept of Public Health

Idexx
Smith Midland
Lincoln Electric
Angiodynamics

Rockwell Automation
University of Virginia


